**Imaging Tools for Document Scanning**

Most Epson document scanners and some photo scanners with the Epson Scan Office Mode have innovative built-in text and image enhancing technology for high quality document scans every time.

**Text Enhancement**

Text Enhancement sharpens text documents, thereby enhancing text recognition, which can be helpful for optical character recognition (OCR). In addition, all background data is removed from the scan, making it easier to scan double-sided documents that have "bleed-through" from images or text printed on the reverse side.

![A two-sided newsletter document scanned normally (top) and with Text Enhancement (bottom). Text Enhancement sharpens the text and removes the background noise from the printing on the other side.](image)

**Auto Area Segmentation (AAS)**

Auto Area Segmentation (AAS) allows the scanner to segment a scanned black and white document, identifying all text as "text areas" and all images as "image areas." Text areas are scanned in black-and-white, while image areas are scanned in half-tone, providing the best scanning mode for all elements, and ensuring high quality text and images are preserved simultaneously.
An example of text and image data scanned with Auto Area Segmentation (AAS). The document (left) scanned in standard black and white mode (center) and again with Auto Area Segmentation (right). AAS scans the graphic elements in half-tones so that the graph and chart are readable.

Color Enhance
Color Enhance lets users select and enhance a color from the RGB color channel. This can help bring out a particular element that might not otherwise show up clearly in a black and white scan, such as a rubber stamp with light blue ink.

A scan with Color Enhance shows the original (left) scanned in black and white mode (center) and then again with Color Enhance: Blue turned on (right). The light blue ink is too faint to be picked up in the black and white scan, but is retained using Color Enhance.

Color Dropout
Color Dropout allows users to remove a color from the RGB color channel — a color that might cause noise or other image issues during a document scan. For example, a user scanning an invoice printed on pink paper could use "Color Dropout: Red" to ignore all red elements and pull out the crisp black text.
A red stamped document (left) scanned in black and white mode (center) and scanned again in black and white mode with Color Dropout: Red (right).

More Enhancement Features

The Office Mode in the Epson Scan driver also features a host of innovative functions including automatic paper size detection, hole-punch removal, automatic de-skewing, background color removal and much more, so you get professional results with every scan.
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